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UNDERSTANDING COSTS
 

Pricing our products correctly can be one of the most overwhelming and daunting tasks associated with 

running a successful business, especially right at the beginning stage

we are not only pricing properly to cover costs and make profits

industry. Under pricing and under cutting does a disservice to the food industry

 

I've found that under charging and undercutting tend

1. Unaware of how to price properly

2. Overwhelm at the task of pricing properly

3. Fear that pricing accordingly will result in less sales

 

Pricing low may be tempting to stay 'busy'

pricing and volume of work is not sustainable for business growth. 

 

To be successful, our pricing needs to reflect

equipment maintenance & upgrade and the ability

Pricing properly allows Pricing properly allows Pricing properly allows Pricing properly allows 
 

Take your time with this exercise. It may seem daunting at first

much easier and more efficient when quoting

 

STEP STEP STEP STEP 1:1:1:1: Go through your stock and mark

down to a per 100g cost. Also price your most common packaging and sundry items

 

STEP 2:STEP 2:STEP 2:STEP 2: Take the time to work out the base costs of your most popular 

 

STEP 3:STEP 3:STEP 3:STEP 3: Calculate the time it takes you to ac

yourself when you do each task, break it down to make it manageable. Try not to rush through the work while 

timing yourself, as that speed may not be sustained. 

either setting a price per 'batch' or per piece. 

 

STEP 4:STEP 4:STEP 4:STEP 4: Calculate and table any additional costs associated wit

packaging, display boards and boxes. Include popular decorations and add

 

STEP 5STEP 5STEP 5STEP 5: Calculate profit and set your price

 

STEP 6STEP 6STEP 6STEP 6: Create a table of your most popular products, their prices, your most popular 'add

hire fees etc. to make quoting as quick and easy as possible.
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UNDERSTANDING COSTS 

Pricing our products correctly can be one of the most overwhelming and daunting tasks associated with 

s, especially right at the beginning stages. But, it is also the most crucial to be sure 

we are not only pricing properly to cover costs and make profits, but also to uphold the standard of the food 

Under pricing and under cutting does a disservice to the food industry. 

under charging and undercutting tends o occur for 3 main reasons 

naware of how to price properly 

Overwhelm at the task of pricing properly 

pricing accordingly will result in less sales 

Pricing low may be tempting to stay 'busy', but eventually results in burnout and exhaustion 

work is not sustainable for business growth.  

our pricing needs to reflect cost, quality and profit, necessary for business

and the ability to up-skill. 

Pricing properly allows Pricing properly allows Pricing properly allows Pricing properly allows businessbusinessbusinessbusinesses to thrivees to thrivees to thrivees to thrive    

Take your time with this exercise. It may seem daunting at first, but doing the work just once will make it so 

n quoting our products and services 

Go through your stock and mark down the price for each product per kilo. Next to that, 

Also price your most common packaging and sundry items 

Take the time to work out the base costs of your most popular items (cakes / cookies / macarons)

the time it takes you to actually produce that product. If you haven't already, begin timing 

yourself when you do each task, break it down to make it manageable. Try not to rush through the work while 

timing yourself, as that speed may not be sustained. Always work on minimum quantities to begin with  before 

either setting a price per 'batch' or per piece. I will always set a minimum order 

Calculate and table any additional costs associated with creating your product, this can include 

Include popular decorations and add-ons. 

and set your price 

: Create a table of your most popular products, their prices, your most popular 'add

hire fees etc. to make quoting as quick and easy as possible. 
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Pricing our products correctly can be one of the most overwhelming and daunting tasks associated with 

. But, it is also the most crucial to be sure 

but also to uphold the standard of the food 

and exhaustion  as that sort of 

business growth, 

but doing the work just once will make it so 

roduct per kilo. Next to that, break it 

(cakes / cookies / macarons)  

If you haven't already, begin timing 

yourself when you do each task, break it down to make it manageable. Try not to rush through the work while 

lways work on minimum quantities to begin with  before 

h creating your product, this can include 

: Create a table of your most popular products, their prices, your most popular 'add-ons', delivery fees, 



 

 

ESSENTIALSESSENTIALSESSENTIALSESSENTIALS    
    

There are 2 costs that are essential to kno

MVCMVCMVCMVC - The Minimum Viable CostMinimum Viable CostMinimum Viable CostMinimum Viable Cost of running

MVPMVPMVPMVP - The Minimum Viable PriceMinimum Viable PriceMinimum Viable PriceMinimum Viable Price for your produ

I use these 2 values as a base to determine how much income I must generate per year just to

and guide me to meet / exceed weekly / monthly 

 

It is essential to know the cost of running your business f

expense that is associated with operating your business. This must include all of your registrations,

memberships, outgoings, equipment maintenance, 

and stock that is kept on hand. Include every

becomes the minimum amount of income you are required to turn over just to keep your business afloat. I divide this 

figure by 12 to determine the cost per month and this becomes the minimum

achieving in sales per month (or by 52 to determi

exceeded the weekly or monthly MVC my business is generating a profit

 

I use the MVPMVPMVPMVP to help me determine the final price of my work and dec

ability. Use the guides over the next few pages to help you d

This can be very overwhelming as it is a lot of work the first time, 

of stock increase.  

 

Once you have the MVP of your products, I

• Taking into consideration the weekly cost of running my business 

would I need to sell to meet & exceed 

 

Then I ask myself the following questions:

• Do I feel this is achievable? Can I see myself being able to bring in this number of sales per week?

• Do I feel this is sustainable? Do I feel I could cope with this work load each week / month?

• Is there room for growth? If I meet these goals is there time at the end of it all to 

will  I be spent? 

 

Let's say for instance your income goal is $800

cookies is $3.50 a piece, are you able to produce 228

sustainable amount of work for you? If you priced your cookies at $4.00each would this reduce your workload to a mo

achievable  / sustainable amount? 

  

We'll discuss having alternative income streams in Module 4 but for now it is important to know that when you are 

pricing your products you have the bigger picture in mind.

products making you less likely to undercharge for your time and energy, yo

covering your costs and you have an achievable

generate a profit in your business. 
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ere are 2 costs that are essential to know as a business owner 

of running your business for a year 

for your product 

to determine how much income I must generate per year just to keep

monthly income goals in order to know I'm making a profit in my business.

It is essential to know the cost of running your business for a 12 month period. To calculate your MVCMVCMVCMVC

expense that is associated with operating your business. This must include all of your registrations,

equipment maintenance, marketing budget, I also estimate power / gas / elect

. Include every cost that you would incur just to keep your business operational. This 

income you are required to turn over just to keep your business afloat. I divide this 

by 12 to determine the cost per month and this becomes the minimum amount of income

(or by 52 to determine the minimum value in sales required per week). I know that once I've 

my business is generating a profit for that month. 

the final price of my work and decide if my workload is meeting or 

ability. Use the guides over the next few pages to help you determine the minimum viable price of each of your products. 

it is a lot of work the first time, but once it's done you'll only need to update it as prices 

u have the MVP of your products, I reverse engineer the following: 

n the weekly cost of running my business [and also my income goal]

& exceed this figure? 

the following questions: 

Can I see myself being able to bring in this number of sales per week?

Do I feel I could cope with this work load each week / month? 

Is there room for growth? If I meet these goals is there time at the end of it all to grow my business in other ways or 

stance your income goal is $800 in sales per week (to cover costs and earn profit) and the MVP of your 

are you able to produce 228 cookies each week to meet this goal? Is this an 

If you priced your cookies at $4.00each would this reduce your workload to a mo

income streams in Module 4 but for now it is important to know that when you are 

the bigger picture in mind. Not only does this give you confidence when quoting your 

charge for your time and energy, you will know that at a minimum you 

n achievable goal in the number of sales you are required to meet per week / month to 
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keep my business afloat 

in order to know I'm making a profit in my business. 

MVCMVCMVCMVC write out every 

expense that is associated with operating your business. This must include all of your registrations, insurances, website, 

power / gas / electricity usage costs 

just to keep your business operational. This 

income you are required to turn over just to keep your business afloat. I divide this 

income that I aim towards 

. I know that once I've 

meeting or exceeding my 

of each of your products. 

but once it's done you'll only need to update it as prices 

] how many products 

Can I see myself being able to bring in this number of sales per week? 

row my business in other ways or 

profit) and the MVP of your 

? Is this an achievable and 

If you priced your cookies at $4.00each would this reduce your workload to a more 

income streams in Module 4 but for now it is important to know that when you are 

e when quoting your 

know that at a minimum you are 

e required to meet per week / month to 



 

 

RRRRAW COST TABLEAW COST TABLEAW COST TABLEAW COST TABLE 
 

This list has a few uses 

� As a general list of the most popular items of stock that you keep on hand 

� A  pricing table  

� A stock check list 
Having a checklist to go through at the end of every week helps with ordering the following week and t

sure there is always enough stock on hand 

 

 
 $ Price / kg 

Flours 

Plain  

Self raising  

Gluten free  

Corn flour  

Potato flour  

Rice flour  

  

Powders 

Cocoa  

Custard   

  

Sugars  

Castor  

Brown  

Dark brown  

Icing Sugar (Pure)  

  

Syrups 

Glucose  

Golden   

Honey  

Sweetened cond. 

milk 

 

Maple  

  

Fats 

Butter  

Oil  

Oil spray  

Nutellex  
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As a general list of the most popular items of stock that you keep on hand  

ist to go through at the end of every week helps with ordering the following week and t

enough stock on hand - a supplier / phone number can also be written in 

$ Price / 100g  Stock
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ist to go through at the end of every week helps with ordering the following week and to make 

a supplier / phone number can also be written in  

Stock on hand 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 $ Price / kg 

Dairy 

Milk  

Thickened Cream  

Sour Cream  

Yoghurt  

  

  

Eggs 

Whole eggs  

Carton whites  

Egg white powder  

  

Chocolate 

Dark   

Milk  

White  

  

  

Nuts 

Almond  

Almond meal  

Hazelnut  

Pistachio  

  

Fruit  

Frozen berries  

Lemon  

Orange  

  

  

  

Assorted 

Bi-carb soda  

Baking Powder  

Vanilla extract  

Gelatin  

Sprinkles  

Salt  

Fondant  

Food colour  

Gold leaf  

Silver leaf  

Alcohol  
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$ Price / 100g  Stock
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Stock on hand 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

PACKAGING / SUNDRIESPACKAGING / SUNDRIESPACKAGING / SUNDRIESPACKAGING / SUNDRIES    

 

Cake Boards (Cake Boards (Cake Boards (Cake Boards (    cardboard roundcardboard roundcardboard roundcardboard round    )))) 

 Cost / pieceCost / pieceCost / pieceCost / piece    

6"  

7"  

8"  

9"  

10"  

11"  

12"  

Cake Boards (Cake Boards (Cake Boards (Cake Boards (    display rounddisplay rounddisplay rounddisplay round    ))))    

 Cost / pieceCost / pieceCost / pieceCost / piece    

8"  

9"  

10"  

11"  

12"  

    

Cake Boxes (Cake Boxes (Cake Boxes (Cake Boxes (    regularregularregularregular    ))))    

 Cost / pieceCost / pieceCost / pieceCost / piece    

8"  

9"  

10"  

11"  

12"  

    

Cookie / Cupcake / Macaron Packaging / Asst. Supplies / SuppCookie / Cupcake / Macaron Packaging / Asst. Supplies / SuppCookie / Cupcake / Macaron Packaging / Asst. Supplies / SuppCookie / Cupcake / Macaron Packaging / Asst. Supplies / Supp

    Cost priceCost priceCost priceCost price

Baking paper     

Cupcake cases     

Dowels     

Piping bags     
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Cake Boards (Cake Boards (Cake Boards (Cake Boards (    cardcardcardcardboard squareboard squareboard squareboard square    ))))

STOCKSTOCKSTOCKSTOCK     Cost / pieceCost / pieceCost / pieceCost / piece    

 6"  

 7"  

 8"  

 9"  

 10"  

 11"  

 12"  

Cake Boards (Cake Boards (Cake Boards (Cake Boards (    display squaredisplay squaredisplay squaredisplay square    ))))    

STOCKSTOCKSTOCKSTOCK     Cost / pieceCost / pieceCost / pieceCost / piece    

 8"  

 9"  

 10"  

 11"  

 12"  

Cake Boxes (Cake Boxes (Cake Boxes (Cake Boxes (    TallTallTallTall    ))))    

STOCKSTOCKSTOCKSTOCK     Cost / pieceCost / pieceCost / pieceCost / piece    

 8"  

 9"  

 10"  

 11"  

 12"  

Cookie / Cupcake / Macaron Packaging / Asst. Supplies / SuppCookie / Cupcake / Macaron Packaging / Asst. Supplies / SuppCookie / Cupcake / Macaron Packaging / Asst. Supplies / SuppCookie / Cupcake / Macaron Packaging / Asst. Supplies / Supports / Tapes / etc.orts / Tapes / etc.orts / Tapes / etc.orts / Tapes / etc.

Cost priceCost priceCost priceCost price    Cost per pieceCost per pieceCost per pieceCost per piece    StockStockStockStock
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)))) 

STOCKSTOCKSTOCKSTOCK    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

STOCKSTOCKSTOCKSTOCK    

    

    

    

    

    

STOCKSTOCKSTOCKSTOCK    

    

    

    

    

    

orts / Tapes / etc.orts / Tapes / etc.orts / Tapes / etc.orts / Tapes / etc.    

StockStockStockStock    



 

 

COST YOUR MOST POPULAR ITEMSCOST YOUR MOST POPULAR ITEMSCOST YOUR MOST POPULAR ITEMSCOST YOUR MOST POPULAR ITEMS

CCCCAKE RECIPEAKE RECIPEAKE RECIPEAKE RECIPE    

1 batch = ___ x 6" PANS  ___ x  7" PANS ___ x 8" PANS

IngredientIngredientIngredientIngredient    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total cost per batchTotal cost per batchTotal cost per batchTotal cost per batch    $$$$    

 

Prep Time  

Cost per Batch 

+ Total time 

    

$ 
 

GANACHE / ICING / FILLINGGANACHE / ICING / FILLINGGANACHE / ICING / FILLINGGANACHE / ICING / FILLING    

 

 

 

 

TOTAL 

 

Prep Time  

Cost per Batch 

+ Total Time 

 

$ 
 

    

WORKING OUT COST PRICEWORKING OUT COST PRICEWORKING OUT COST PRICEWORKING OUT COST PRICE    

 

Cake 

Icing / Filling 

Time (torte / stack / trim / 

crumb coat /fill)  

Supplies (cake boards, boxes & 

incidentals) 
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COST YOUR MOST POPULAR ITEMSCOST YOUR MOST POPULAR ITEMSCOST YOUR MOST POPULAR ITEMSCOST YOUR MOST POPULAR ITEMS    

___ x 6" PANS  ___ x  7" PANS ___ x 8" PANS 

RecipeRecipeRecipeRecipe    CostCostCostCost    

 $                             kg $ 

 $                             kg $ 

 $                             kg $ 

 $                             kg $ 

 $                             kg $ 

 $                             kg $ 

 $                             kg $ 

 $                             kg $ 

Cost per cakeCost per cakeCost per cakeCost per cake    $$$$    

Hourly Rate $                  /hr Total 

Cost per cake  

$ 

Recipe Cost 

 $                   kg $ 

 $                   kg $ 

 $                   kg $ 

 $ 

Hourly Rate $                  /hr Total 

Cost per cake  

$ 

 Cost price

 $ 

 $ 

 

Time__________@$______/hr 

 

$ 

  

$ 

  

 TOTAL $ 
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$ 

$ 

st price 



 

 

CUPCUPCUPCUPCCCCAKE RECIPEAKE RECIPEAKE RECIPEAKE RECIPE    

1 batch = ___ cupcakes 

IngredientIngredientIngredientIngredient    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
. 

Prep Time  

Cost per Batch 

+ Total time 

    

$ 
 

GANACHE / ICING / FILLINGGANACHE / ICING / FILLINGGANACHE / ICING / FILLINGGANACHE / ICING / FILLING    

 

 

 

 

 
 

Prep Time  

Cost per Batch 

+ Total Time 

 

$ 
 

WORKING OUT COST PRICE 

 

Cupcakes 

Icing / Filling 

Time ( icing cupcakes & 

applying decorations )  

Supplies (cases, boxes & 

incidentals) 

 

TOTAL per BATCH $ 
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RecipeRecipeRecipeRecipe    CostCostCostCost    

 $                     kg $ 

 $                     kg $ 

 $                     kg $ 

 $                     kg $ 

 $                     kg $ 

 $                     kg $ 

 $                     kg $ 

 $                     kg $ 

 $                     kg $ 

Total per batchTotal per batchTotal per batchTotal per batch    $ 

Hourly Rate $                  /hr Total 

Cost per cake  

$ 

Recipe Cost  

 $                   kg $ 

 $                   kg $ 

 $                   kg $ 

TOTAL $ 

Hourly Rate $                      /hr Total 

Cost per 

cupcake 

 

$ 

 Cost price 

 $ 

 $ 

 

Time__________@$______/hr 

 

$ 

  

$ 

  

TOTAL per CUPCAKE $ 
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$ 

$ 



 

 

COOKIESCOOKIESCOOKIESCOOKIES    
    

1 batch = 30 x 3.5" cookies 

IngredientIngredientIngredientIngredient    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
. 

Prep Time  

Cost per Batch 

+ Total time 

    

$ 
 

FONDANT ICING / STAMPING / DECFONDANT ICING / STAMPING / DECFONDANT ICING / STAMPING / DECFONDANT ICING / STAMPING / DEC

 Cost / 100g

Fondant   

Food colour  

Gold / Silver leaf                             

Total / Total / Total / Total / batchbatchbatchbatch    $$$$    
 

APPLYING FONDANT, HAND STAMPING, APPLYING COLOUR / GOLD LEAF

Time  

Cost per Batch 

+ Total Time 

 

$ 
 

WORKING OUT COST PRICEWORKING OUT COST PRICEWORKING OUT COST PRICEWORKING OUT COST PRICE    

 

Cookie 

Decorating 

 

 

TOTAL per BATCHTOTAL per BATCHTOTAL per BATCHTOTAL per BATCH $ 
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RecipeRecipeRecipeRecipe    CostCostCostCost    

 $                     kg $ 

 $                     kg $ 

 $                     kg $ 

 $                     kg $ 

 $                     kg $ 

 $                     kg $ 

 $                     kg $ 

 $                     kg $ 

Total per batchTotal per batchTotal per batchTotal per batch    $ 

Hourly Rate $                      /hr Total 

Cost per piece  

$ 

FONDANT ICING / STAMPING / DECFONDANT ICING / STAMPING / DECFONDANT ICING / STAMPING / DECFONDANT ICING / STAMPING / DECORATING ORATING ORATING ORATING     

Cost / 100g No. of cookies covered Cost

 $

 $

                            / sheet  $

Total / cookieTotal / cookieTotal / cookieTotal / cookie    $$$$

APPLYING FONDANT, HAND STAMPING, APPLYING COLOUR / GOLD LEAF 

Hourly Rate $                      /hr Total 

Cost per piece  

$ 

Cost per batchCost per batchCost per batchCost per batch    Cost per pieceCost per pieceCost per pieceCost per piece

$ $ 

$ $ 

  

  

TOTAL per COOKIETOTAL per COOKIETOTAL per COOKIETOTAL per COOKIE $ 
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$ 

Cost 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$$$$    

$ 

Cost per pieceCost per pieceCost per pieceCost per piece    



 

 

MACARONSMACARONSMACARONSMACARONS    
    

1 batch = +/- 40 x 4.5 cm cookies

IngredientIngredientIngredientIngredient    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
. 

Prep Time  

Cost per Batch 

+ Total Time 

    

$ 
 

FILLING / GANACHEFILLING / GANACHEFILLING / GANACHEFILLING / GANACHE    ////    BUTTERCREAMBUTTERCREAMBUTTERCREAMBUTTERCREAM

Ingredient 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Prep Time  

Cost per Batch 

+ Total Time 

 

$ 
 

WORKING OUT COST PRICEWORKING OUT COST PRICEWORKING OUT COST PRICEWORKING OUT COST PRICE    

 

Macaron shell 

Filling 

Incidentals (food colour / 

piping bags/ baking paper) 

Time cost (sorting, filling, 

washing up) work on 1 batch 

 

TOTAL per BATCH $ 
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ies 

RecipeRecipeRecipeRecipe    CostCostCostCost    

 $                     kg $ 

 $                     kg $ 

 $                     kg $ 

 $                     kg $ 

 $                     kg $ 

 $                     kg $ 

Total per batchTotal per batchTotal per batchTotal per batch    $ 

Hourly Rate $                      /hr Total 

Cost per piece  

$ 

BUTTERCREAMBUTTERCREAMBUTTERCREAMBUTTERCREAM    

Recipe Cost 

 $                   kg $ 

 $                   kg $ 

 $                   kg $ 

 $                   kg $ 

TOTAL $ 

Hourly Rate $                      /hr Total 

Cost per piece  

$ 

 Cost per batch

 $ 

 $ 

 $ 

 

Time__________@$______/hr 

 

$ 

  

TOTAL per MACARON $ 
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$ 

$ 

Cost per batch 



 

 

CREATING CREATING CREATING CREATING GANACHE / ICINGS / FILLINGSGANACHE / ICINGS / FILLINGSGANACHE / ICINGS / FILLINGSGANACHE / ICINGS / FILLINGS

GANACHE 

Chocolate 

Cream 

Glucose 

 

TOTAL 
 

Prep Time  

Cost per Batch 

+ Total time 

    

$ 
    

    

SALTED CARAMELSALTED CARAMELSALTED CARAMELSALTED CARAMEL    

Cream 

Sugar 

Glucose 

Salt 

Vanilla 

TOTAL 
 

Time  

Cost per Batch 

+ Total Time 

 

$ 
    

    

SMBC 

Egg whites 

Sugar 

Butter 

TOTAL 
 

Time  

Cost per Batch 

+ Total Time 

 

$ 
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GANACHE / ICINGS / FILLINGSGANACHE / ICINGS / FILLINGSGANACHE / ICINGS / FILLINGSGANACHE / ICINGS / FILLINGS    

Recipe Cost price 

 $                   kg $ 

 $                   kg $ 

 $                   kg $ 

 $                   kg $ 

(batch size) $ 

Hourly Rate $                      /hr Total 

  

Recipe Cost price 

 $ $ 

 $ $ 

 $ $ 

 $ $ 

 $ $ 

(Batch size) $ 

Hourly Rate $                      /hr Total 

  

Recipe  Cost price 

 $                   kg $ 

 $                   kg $ 

 $                   kg $ 

(Batch size) $ 

Hourly Rate $                      /hr Total 
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$ 

$ 

$ 



 

 

POPULAR POPULAR POPULAR POPULAR DECORATIONS AND DECORATIONS AND DECORATIONS AND DECORATIONS AND 

    

Cake Topper Cake Topper Cake Topper Cake Topper ----    Acrylic    $

CaCaCaCake Topper ke Topper ke Topper ke Topper ----    Board    $

Chocolate dripChocolate dripChocolate dripChocolate drip    $

Chocolates Chocolates Chocolates Chocolates ---- Assorted    $

Chocolates Chocolates Chocolates Chocolates ----    Sail    $

Creating sail topperCreating sail topperCreating sail topperCreating sail topper     
Time_______@$_______/hr

Edible image Edible image Edible image Edible image ----    printedprintedprintedprinted    $

Edible image on fondantEdible image on fondantEdible image on fondantEdible image on fondant     
Time_______@$_______/hr

Florals Florals Florals Florals ----        $

Florals Florals Florals Florals ----    Natives    $

Florals Florals Florals Florals ----    Peony    $

Florals Florals Florals Florals ----    Roses    $

StencilingStencilingStencilingStenciling    $

Wiring & TapingWiring & TapingWiring & TapingWiring & Taping    

    floralsfloralsfloralsflorals    

 

Time_______@$_______/hr
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DECORATIONS AND DECORATIONS AND DECORATIONS AND DECORATIONS AND ADDITIONSADDITIONSADDITIONSADDITIONS    ( for cakes & cupcakes )    

Raw cost per pieceRaw cost per pieceRaw cost per pieceRaw cost per piece    TotalTotalTotalTotal    

$ $ 

$ $ 

$ $ 

$ $ 

$ $ 

 
Time_______@$_______/hr 

$ 

$ $ 

 
Time_______@$_______/hr 

$ 

$ $ 

$ $ 

$ $ 

$ $ 

$ $ 

 

Time_______@$_______/hr 
 

$ 
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Qty in Qty in Qty in Qty in 

StockStockStockStock    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    



 

 

BRINGINGBRINGINGBRINGINGBRINGING    IT ALL TOGETHER IT ALL TOGETHER IT ALL TOGETHER IT ALL TOGETHER 
Use the costs created on the prior pages to calculate the

    

MACARONSMACARONSMACARONSMACARONS    

Macarons per batch =                          ( minimum order )                   

 

Shells 

Incidentals 

Filling - cost 

Filling - time 

Packaging - cost 

Packaging - time 

SSSSubtotalubtotalubtotalubtotal    

Profit (35 - 40%) + GST 

BASE COSTBASE COSTBASE COSTBASE COST    $ 

SET PRICESET PRICESET PRICESET PRICE    $ 
 

    

    

COOKIES w FONDANTCOOKIES w FONDANTCOOKIES w FONDANTCOOKIES w FONDANT    

Cookies per batch =                          ( minimum order )                   

 

Cookies 

Incidentals - piping bags, food 

colours 

Decorating - cost 

Decorating - time 

Packaging - cost 

Packaging - time 

SSSSubtotalubtotalubtotalubtotal 

Profit (35 - 40%) + GST 

BASE COSTBASE COSTBASE COSTBASE COST    $ 

SET PRICESET PRICESET PRICESET PRICE    $ 
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IT ALL TOGETHER IT ALL TOGETHER IT ALL TOGETHER IT ALL TOGETHER     
rior pages to calculate the BASEBASEBASEBASE cost and set a MINIMUM MINIMUM MINIMUM MINIMUM price for your products.

=                          ( minimum order )                    

    Cost per batchCost per batchCost per batchCost per batch

 $ 

 $ 

 $ 

Time__________@$______/hr $ 

 $ 

Time__________@$______/hr $ 

 $ 

 $ 

COST PER PIECECOST PER PIECECOST PER PIECECOST PER PIECE    $ 

COST PER PIECECOST PER PIECECOST PER PIECECOST PER PIECE $ 

( minimum order )                    

    Cost per batchCost per batchCost per batchCost per batch

 $ 

 $ 

 $ 

Time__________@$______/hr $ 

 $ 

Time__________@$______/hr $ 

 $ 

 $ 

COST PER PIECECOST PER PIECECOST PER PIECECOST PER PIECE    $ 

COST PER PIECECOST PER PIECECOST PER PIECECOST PER PIECE $ 
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for your products. 

Cost per batchCost per batchCost per batchCost per batch    

Cost per batchCost per batchCost per batchCost per batch    



 

 

CUPCAKESCUPCAKESCUPCAKESCUPCAKES    

    

 

Cupcakes 

Incidentals 

Decorating - cost 

Decorating - time 

Packaging - cost 

Packaging - time 

SuSuSuSubtotalbtotalbtotalbtotal 

Profit (35 - 40%) + GST 

BASE COSTBASE COSTBASE COSTBASE COST    $ 

SET PRICESET PRICESET PRICESET PRICE    $ 

    

    

    

CCCCAKE ___AKE ___AKE ___AKE ___    INCH INCH INCH INCH ROUND / SQUAREROUND / SQUAREROUND / SQUAREROUND / SQUARE

 

CAKE  

( Base level ready for decorating ) 

DECORATIONS 

�  

�  

�  

�  

Decorating time  

( Application and finishing) 

Preparing cake boards 

Packaging - cost 

Packaging - time 

SubtotalSubtotalSubtotalSubtotal    

Profit (35 - 40%) + GST 

BASE COSTBASE COSTBASE COSTBASE COST    

SET PRICESET PRICESET PRICESET PRICE    
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Cost per batchCost per batchCost per batchCost per batch    Cost per pieceCost per pieceCost per pieceCost per piece

 $ 

 $ 

 $ 

Time__________@$______/hr $ 

 $ 

Time__________@$______/hr $ 

 $ 

 $ 

COST PER PIECECOST PER PIECECOST PER PIECECOST PER PIECE    $ 

COST PER PIECECOST PER PIECECOST PER PIECECOST PER PIECE $ 

ROUND / SQUAREROUND / SQUAREROUND / SQUAREROUND / SQUARE    

CALCULATED COST PRICECALCULATED COST PRICECALCULATED COST PRICECALCULATED COST PRICE    TOTALTOTALTOTALTOTAL

 $ 

 $ 

 $ 

 $ 

 $ 

 $ 

 
Time________@$_______/hr 

 

$ 

Time________@$_______/hr $ 

 $ 

 $ 

 $ 

 $ 

 $ 

 $ 
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Cost per pieceCost per pieceCost per pieceCost per piece    

TOTALTOTALTOTALTOTAL    



 

 

CAKE ___CAKE ___CAKE ___CAKE ___    INCH INCH INCH INCH ROUND / SQUAREROUND / SQUAREROUND / SQUAREROUND / SQUARE

 

CAKE  
( Base level ready for decorating ) 

DECORATIONSDECORATIONSDECORATIONSDECORATIONS    

•  

•  

•  

•  

Decorating time  

( Application and finishing) 

Preparing cake boards 

Stacking tiered cakes 

Packaging - cost 

Packaging - time 

SubtotalSubtotalSubtotalSubtotal    

Profit (35 - 40%) + GST 

BASE COSTBASE COSTBASE COSTBASE COST    

SET PRICESET PRICESET PRICESET PRICE    

    

CAKE ___CAKE ___CAKE ___CAKE ___    INCH INCH INCH INCH ROUND / SQUAREROUND / SQUAREROUND / SQUAREROUND / SQUARE

 

CAKE  
( Base level ready for decorating ) 

DECORATIONSDECORATIONSDECORATIONSDECORATIONS    

•  

•  

•  

•  

Decorating time  

( Application and finishing) 

Preparing cake boards 

Stacking tiered cakes 

Packaging - cost 

Packaging - time 

SubtotalSubtotalSubtotalSubtotal    

Profit (35 - 40%) + GST 

BASE COSTBASE COSTBASE COSTBASE COST    

SET PRICESET PRICESET PRICESET PRICE    
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ROUND / SQUAREROUND / SQUAREROUND / SQUAREROUND / SQUARE    

CALCULATED COST PRICECALCULATED COST PRICECALCULATED COST PRICECALCULATED COST PRICE    TOTALTOTALTOTALTOTAL

 $ 

 $ 

 $ 

 $ 

    $$$$    

 $ 

 

Time________@$_______/hr 

 

$ 

Time________@$_______/hr $ 

Time________@$_______/hr $ 

 $ 

 $ 

     $ 

  $ 

    $ $ 

    $ $ 

ROUND / SQUAREROUND / SQUAREROUND / SQUAREROUND / SQUARE    

CALCULATED COSTCALCULATED COSTCALCULATED COSTCALCULATED COST    PRICEPRICEPRICEPRICE    TOTALTOTALTOTALTOTAL

 $ 

 $ 

 $ 

 $ 

    $$$$    

 $ 

 

Time________@$_______/hr 

 

$ 

Time________@$_______/hr $ 

Time________@$_______/hr $ 

 $ 

 $ 

     $ 

  $ 

    $ $ 

    $ $ 
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TOTALTOTALTOTALTOTAL    

TOTALTOTALTOTALTOTAL    



 

 

CAKE CAKE CAKE CAKE ___ ___ ___ ___ INCH INCH INCH INCH ROUND / SQUAREROUND / SQUAREROUND / SQUAREROUND / SQUARE

 

CAKE  
( Base level ready for decorating ) 

DECORATIONSDECORATIONSDECORATIONSDECORATIONS    

•  

•  

•  

•  

Decorating time  

( Application and finishing) 

Preparing cake boards 

Stacking tiered cakes 

Packaging - cost 

Packaging - time 

SubtotalSubtotalSubtotalSubtotal    

Profit (35 - 40%) + GST 

BASE COSTBASE COSTBASE COSTBASE COST    

SET PRICESET PRICESET PRICESET PRICE    

 

 

DELIVERYDELIVERYDELIVERYDELIVERY    

    
Calculating DELIVERY & set up  

Fuel charge $                                  /km

Time  

Set up time 

HIRE FEE  

HIRE FEE  

HIRE FEE  
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ROUND / SQUAREROUND / SQUAREROUND / SQUAREROUND / SQUARE    

CALCULATED COST PRICECALCULATED COST PRICECALCULATED COST PRICECALCULATED COST PRICE    TOTALTOTALTOTALTOTAL

 $ 

 $ 

 $ 

 $ 

    $ 

 $ 

 

Time________@$_______/hr 

 

$ 

Time________@$_______/hr $ 

Time________@$_______/hr $ 

 $ 

 $ 

     $ 

  $ 

    $ $ 

    $ $ 

$                                  /km @                                  Km $ 

mins @                                $/hr $ 

mins @                                $/hr $ 

 $ 

 $ 

 $ 

TOTAL $ 
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TOTALTOTALTOTALTOTAL    



 

 

SETTING YOUR PRICESSETTING YOUR PRICESSETTING YOUR PRICESSETTING YOUR PRICES    

    
STAGE 1 STAGE 1 STAGE 1 STAGE 1 ----    KEY CONSIDERATIONSKEY CONSIDERATIONSKEY CONSIDERATIONSKEY CONSIDERATIONS

 

Using the base costs you have calculated 

for your products. 

 

The final cost of your products will require you to bring together a few components that you have 

worked on using Module 1 - Finding Clarity in y

reviewing the key factors below. You will need

In Module 4 we will discuss growing your business, having a tiered offering and other income 

streams. 

 

Keep this in mind

No one can tell you what you should be c

But, there are some factors and key consideration

 

KEY CONSIDERATIONS: 

� What is the product / service

� What are the costs of producing the product?

� Ease of reproduction? 

� What is your level of skill / finish on the product?

� Popularity / is there demand for the product?

� Is there competition for your product?

� What are they charging? 

� Economic factors - are people spending on luxury items?

� Is your product location specific? 

� What is your own position within the market? (Reputation & Audience)

� Do you have an established client base?

� What is your Unique Selling Point?

 

Whenever you are setting a price for a product it

factors into consideration.  
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KEY CONSIDERATIONSKEY CONSIDERATIONSKEY CONSIDERATIONSKEY CONSIDERATIONS    

you have calculated you now have all the tools required to set your own prices

will require you to bring together a few components that you have 

Finding Clarity in your Business, integrating your product base cost

You will need to do this for each product / service you offer. 

iscuss growing your business, having a tiered offering and other income 

Keep this in mind - ONLY YOU CAN SET YOUR PRICESONLY YOU CAN SET YOUR PRICESONLY YOU CAN SET YOUR PRICESONLY YOU CAN SET YOUR PRICES    

No one else. 

No one can tell you what you should be charging for your time or your products.

But, there are some factors and key considerations we should all keep in mind.

What is the product / service you provide? 

What are the costs of producing the product? 

s your level of skill / finish on the product? 

Popularity / is there demand for the product? 

Is there competition for your product? 

 

are people spending on luxury items? 

Is your product location specific? Can it be posted? 

What is your own position within the market? (Reputation & Audience) 

Do you have an established client base? 

What is your Unique Selling Point? 

Whenever you are setting a price for a product it is essential to run through this list and take the
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set your own prices 

will require you to bring together a few components that you have 

, integrating your product base cost and 

to do this for each product / service you offer.  

iscuss growing your business, having a tiered offering and other income 

    

harging for your time or your products. 

keep in mind. 

is essential to run through this list and take the key 



 

 

STAGE 2 STAGE 2 STAGE 2 STAGE 2 ----    EVALUATING YOUR PRICE POINTEVALUATING YOUR PRICE POINTEVALUATING YOUR PRICE POINTEVALUATING YOUR PRICE POINT

 

The next stage is actually setting the price of your product.

It is up to you whether you base your price on market trends or not. 

My advice, especially to those starting out is:

� Establish your base cost to produce each product

� Establish what your close competition is charging

� Set a price that feels good to you

does it ruin the reputation of the

than others for less return. Not a good foundation to start early on in business.

� Launch your product / service and see what your result is.

� Use those results to review prices every 

thereafter. 

� If you're taking on too many bookings and beginning to feel overwhelm / exhaustion / burn 

out - increase prices 

� If after 3 / 6 months you're not making as many sales as you would like, take this chance to 

survey your audience or review your offer

� Do you have an engaged audience?

� Is your messaging and product offer clear?

� Does your product match your customer

� Do you need to change / tweak 

 

I always recommend reflecting on your sales / profits / work hours

beginning of your business journey

determine how your sales are trending and make

your offer is clear and you can see demand for your product

begin working to increase prices. 

 

Once you increase prices don't be afraid as customers 

sales and business profits. Ultimately, in a product

paying you appropriately for your time, energy and product than try to meet the demands / 

expectations of many clients each week that

 

Remember that you are never stuck. Each time you make a new pricing decision test it, see what 

response you get over the period of a few 

time to find your perfect balance between the level of wo

business. 
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EVALUATING YOUR PRICE POINTEVALUATING YOUR PRICE POINTEVALUATING YOUR PRICE POINTEVALUATING YOUR PRICE POINT    

The next stage is actually setting the price of your product. 

It is up to you whether you base your price on market trends or not.  

My advice, especially to those starting out is: 

your base cost to produce each product 

Establish what your close competition is charging (either interstate or locally)

Set a price that feels good to you - aiming to undercharge is NOTNOTNOTNOT good practice as not only 

does it ruin the reputation of the industry it means you will be working harder and longer 

than others for less return. Not a good foundation to start early on in business.

Launch your product / service and see what your result is. 

Use those results to review prices every 3- 6 months at the beginning / every 6

If you're taking on too many bookings and beginning to feel overwhelm / exhaustion / burn 

6 months you're not making as many sales as you would like, take this chance to 

or review your offer. Try to avoid discounting (discussed in module 4

Do you have an engaged audience? 

Is your messaging and product offer clear? 

Does your product match your customer needs / expectations?  

/ tweak your offer? 

on your sales / profits / work hours every 3-6 months 

beginning of your business journey and about every 6-12 months once you're more on track

trending and make sure that your offer and product are clear. O

your offer is clear and you can see demand for your product / your audience size increases

 

on't be afraid as customers / clients drop off, keep a eye 

Ultimately, in a product based field, it is better to serve less clients who are 

paying you appropriately for your time, energy and product than try to meet the demands / 

expectations of many clients each week that will ultimately lead to exhaustion, injury & burn out.

Remember that you are never stuck. Each time you make a new pricing decision test it, see what 

response you get over the period of a few weeks / months and take time to reflect. It may take some 

your perfect balance between the level of work you take on and the turnover in your 
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(either interstate or locally) 

good practice as not only 

industry it means you will be working harder and longer 

than others for less return. Not a good foundation to start early on in business. 

e beginning / every 6 - 12 months  

If you're taking on too many bookings and beginning to feel overwhelm / exhaustion / burn 

6 months you're not making as many sales as you would like, take this chance to 

scounting (discussed in module 4) 

6 months at the 

12 months once you're more on track, to 

r offer and product are clear. Once 

/ your audience size increases, you can 

, keep a eye on your total 

ased field, it is better to serve less clients who are 

paying you appropriately for your time, energy and product than try to meet the demands / 

, injury & burn out. 

Remember that you are never stuck. Each time you make a new pricing decision test it, see what 

months and take time to reflect. It may take some 

rk you take on and the turnover in your 



 

 

    

FINAL THOUGHTSFINAL THOUGHTSFINAL THOUGHTSFINAL THOUGHTS    

 

The baking industry is a highly competitive field at the moment and hugely saturated. I know that many bakers 

who are undercharging (knowingly an

charging appropriately for our products can at times seem futile, as even though those undercharging may not 

stay around for long, there seems to be many more bakers who decide to comp

 

I can't tell you what to do in your own businesses, but p

orders. I found that a handmade product takes a certain amount of time to make, and whether I am producing 

20 or 200 cookies, the time, effort and skill taken on each product remain

down over time, larger orders become more work than smaller ones.

 

These are my suggestions on ways to 

� Offer a down-sell to your customer or have a tiered pricing structur

replicate product with no personalisation / variations may be a more cost effective option to a highly 

personalised product 

� If your customer is a repeat customer or has referred business to you and you would like to offer 

something out of 'good will' consider an upgrade or value add 

packaging? Add gold leaf at no additional charge? The customer is still p

their brief, but you're giving a small amount of additional value w

� Strongly consider if those in your local area are your target audience. If you provide a product of 

superior quality but live in a community where budgets may not extend to afford your product don't 

be afraid to look outside the box with what you can offer. Can you adapt you product to suit your 

local market? Can you send / post your product to reach those who are?

�  Don't forget old-school marketing. 

customer? Can your cookies be posted? Can you send a product sample, along with your business 

details / price list / ordering info. to those who are

you get in front of your target customer? Consider bridal fairs

sales on your social media profile.

� What other products could you be supplying through your business to others? If those in your local 

community are more inclined to want to try making a product themselves, can 

that fulfils their needs? Could you create 'do it yourself' packs? 

� Really consider what direction you

target market and how you can solve those through your business. 

Rather than focusing on large orders is there a way

larger market of people? Additional income streams 
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The baking industry is a highly competitive field at the moment and hugely saturated. I know that many bakers 

who are undercharging (knowingly and unknowingly) are driving the industry down and in some areas actually 

charging appropriately for our products can at times seem futile, as even though those undercharging may not 

stay around for long, there seems to be many more bakers who decide to compete on price.

I can't tell you what to do in your own businesses, but personally I never reduced my prices, not

I found that a handmade product takes a certain amount of time to make, and whether I am producing 

20 or 200 cookies, the time, effort and skill taken on each product remains the same. If anything, as we slow 

down over time, larger orders become more work than smaller ones. 

These are my suggestions on ways to stand out in your business, without discounting. 

sell to your customer or have a tiered pricing structure. Offering a generic, easy to 

replicate product with no personalisation / variations may be a more cost effective option to a highly 

If your customer is a repeat customer or has referred business to you and you would like to offer 

ething out of 'good will' consider an upgrade or value add - can you add delivery? upgrade the 

packaging? Add gold leaf at no additional charge? The customer is still paying 'full price

, but you're giving a small amount of additional value without discounting your product.

Strongly consider if those in your local area are your target audience. If you provide a product of 

superior quality but live in a community where budgets may not extend to afford your product don't 

e the box with what you can offer. Can you adapt you product to suit your 

ket? Can you send / post your product to reach those who are? 

school marketing. How can you get your product into the hands of your target 

ur cookies be posted? Can you send a product sample, along with your business 

details / price list / ordering info. to those who are not local but may have a larger budget

you get in front of your target customer? Consider bridal fairs, producer in residence options

sales on your social media profile. 

What other products could you be supplying through your business to others? If those in your local 

community are more inclined to want to try making a product themselves, can you create a product 

Could you create 'do it yourself' packs? Hold workshops? 

Really consider what direction you want to take your business in, what problems are common

and how you can solve those through your business. Consider your b

sing on large orders is there a way (is there a market) to provide smaller orders 

dditional income streams will be covered in Module 4. 
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The baking industry is a highly competitive field at the moment and hugely saturated. I know that many bakers 

d unknowingly) are driving the industry down and in some areas actually 

charging appropriately for our products can at times seem futile, as even though those undercharging may not 

ete on price. 

s, not even for larger 

I found that a handmade product takes a certain amount of time to make, and whether I am producing 

s the same. If anything, as we slow 

e. Offering a generic, easy to 

replicate product with no personalisation / variations may be a more cost effective option to a highly 

If your customer is a repeat customer or has referred business to you and you would like to offer 

can you add delivery? upgrade the 

full price' based on 

ithout discounting your product. 

Strongly consider if those in your local area are your target audience. If you provide a product of 

superior quality but live in a community where budgets may not extend to afford your product don't 

e the box with what you can offer. Can you adapt you product to suit your 

How can you get your product into the hands of your target 

ur cookies be posted? Can you send a product sample, along with your business 

not local but may have a larger budget? How can 

r in residence options, pop up 

What other products could you be supplying through your business to others? If those in your local 

you create a product 

 

business in, what problems are common for your 

Consider your business model. 

provide smaller orders for a 

 


